FOAM (Closed Screen) For heavier cleaning or more focused surface areas

SPRAY (Open Screen) For lighter spot cleaning or larger surface areas

WORKS UPSIDE DOWN! Great for Soap Scum, Calcium & Lime Scale

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Observe Areas: Use around your house to clean tough items and build-up. Use on hard, non-porous surfaces (such as plants laminate, sealed granite, cultured marble, stainless steel, glass, chrome, and glazed porcelain). Works great on sinks, bathtubs, shower doors, glass mirrors, toilet bowls, faucets and bathroom. For other sanitizing, spot tests in an inconspicuous area.umbles are recommended for use on natural stone, copper and brass. Avoid contact with metal, fabric, vinyl, painted surfaces and wallpaper.

To clean and disinfect:
1. Choose SPRAY or FOAM
   - For lighter spot cleaning or larger surface areas
     SPRAY: Open screen and rotate to "SPRAY"
   - For heavier cleaning or more focused surface areas
     FOAM: Close screen and rotate to "FOAM"
2. Spray or apply foam 6-8 inches from surface.

3. Disinfect hard non-porous surfaces: Apply product (for spray or foam) and leave on surface for 10 minutes before wiping down. Heavily soiled surfaces must be pre-cleaned prior to disinfecting.
4. Sanitize hard non-porous surfaces: Apply product (for spray or foam) and leave on surface for 20 seconds before wiping down. Heavily soiled surfaces must be pre-cleaned prior to sanitizing.
5. To disinfect inside toilet bowls: Set in FOAM and leave in bowl for several minutes then flush. For heavily soiled surfaces, must be pre-cleaned prior to disinfecting.
6. To sanitize inside toilet bowls: Spray from 3-5 inches from bowl. For heavily soiled surfaces, must be pre-cleaned prior to sanitizing.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
Store in a cool place away from direct sunlight. Keep out of reach of children.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid direct contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

FIRST AID, IF IN EYES: Hold eyes open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes. Continues rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
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*Retail: Solvent-Free retail & Ship Answer.
**Works Non-Porous Surfaces